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I did it. I read the latest Discworld novel. Mind you, I still have a lot of books in the series to catch up with, but my favorite subsignge - Witch and Tiffany Aching - is over. As expected, the author said goodbye to his books as well as goodbye. My friend actually pre-ordered a super expensive special edition (with a gold slip case) for me, only to be told a few
weeks ago that - oops - no more copies are available, after all, despite the successful pre-order. I would be grumpier about that if the fact that this is the last Discworld book wasn't so terribly sad. Now I just ... even sadder, I think. SHEPHERD'S CROWN Terry Pratchett Published: Harper, 2015 Ebook: 276 Pages Series: Discworld #41 Tiffany Aching #5 My
rating: 7.5/10 First sentence: He was born in the darkness of the Circular Sea; First just a soft floating thing, washed back and forth by the tide after the tide. The tremors of the worlds. Deep in the chalk, something moves. The seams and foxes can feel it, and Tiffany Aching feels it in boots. The old enemy is gaining strength. It is a time of endings and
beginnings, old friends and new ones, blurring of edges and change of power. Now Tiffany stands between light and darkness, good and bad. As the fairy horde prepares to invade, Tiffany must summon all witches to stand with her. To protect the land. Her land. There will be a reckoning... I had a feeling long before this book was published that there would
be a death character coming up. Most people knew what was going to happen, and it happens in one of the first chapters. But if you're really worried about spoilers, stop reading now. I can't write about the shepherd's crown, let alone... thing, so all that's after this item is spoiler territory. Tiffany Aching grew up a bit and is now a proper chalk witch, taking care
of all the business that witches touch themselves. Whether it's cutting an old man's nails or doing someone's underwear, Tiffany doesn't mind getting her hands dirty as long as she can help others. That's what witches do, after all. She's already both hands full of work when the news reaches her what we all expected to happen sooner or later. Wetherwax's
grandmother died. Despite knowing what was coming, the chapters of the creation to the death of her grandmother and head immediately after she left were some of the most touching Pratchett had ever written. Grandma, in her eternal grandmother-ness, makes all the cooking, weaves her coffin, cleans her hut, and asks her bees to be kind to her successor
as they were to her. I cried like a baby. Nanny Ogg knows that Grandma doesn't want the big fuss made about her funeral, but Grandma was such a respected witch that people from all over the drive come to pay their last respects. Even Ridkulli appears, mournful and nostalgic about the love story that might have been. Death himself, who was usually so
calm about his work and the people he go, sad about it. But the disc doesn't stand still, and the grandmother's successor should be Tiffany Aching - to the surprise of anyone but Mrs. Erwig, who thinks she's much better suited for the job. But when even the cat you decide that Tiffany is the new leader the witches don't have, it's settled. Tiffany will now have to
deal with two people, two sets of people in need, and she strains under the stress of travelling back and forth between Chalk and Lancre. The big bad of this latest Tiffany story is the one who has tried to take over the world before - the fairy queen. It felt as re-hashed as it is, complete with another visit to the Fairy King, Magrat donning her faithful old armor,
and witches all working together to defeat a common enemy. In Jeffrey Swivel, a man who wants to be a witch, we also have a beautiful witch subseries conclusion. Remember in the first book about the witches Of Discworld, Escarina wanted to be a wizard, not a witch. Plot-wise, it wasn't a strong book. Even the language is noticably weaker, with many
repetitions (There will be a reckoning), and none of the famous little lines of wisdom that stick in your head long after you have finished reading. But it's a lot of book, full of farewell. I don't believe it's a coincidence that many, many characters from previous books appear again or at least mentioned. We see Miss Thicke, Agnes/Perdita, Magrat and Verens,
Escarina, Grandma Aching mentioned along with Thunder and Lightning, even Horace Cheese gets its moment. For me - and this is pure speculation - he read very much like Terry Pratchett's farewell to his characters, and if it turned out to be a bit repetitive, remembering all his adventures, I can't blame the author for it. It was impossible for me to read this
book out of context. If Sir Terry were still with us, whether this was another one among many Discworld books, I would say that it was a weaker book by Tiffany, althugh still a very good Discworld novel. But it's not one of many, it's the last one, and I felt like crying all the time until I read it. The Crown of the Shepherd may not stand too well on its own, but as
you look back at everything that used to be, it's just the way it is. MY RATING: 7.5/10 - Very Good Second Opinions: Escape Pod Pratchett's Work Things means much of the cover of Paul Kidby's novel The Shepherd's Crown is the 41st and last book written by Sir Terry Pratchett before his death in March 2015. This is the fifth novel in the Discworld series,
based on the character of Tiffany Aching, and was published in the UNITED Kingdom on August 27, 2015 by Random House publishers, as well as in the United States on September 1, 2015. In early June 2015, the guardian of the late author's works, his daughter Rihanna Pratchett, announced that this would be Discworld's last novel, and that no further
works or books of unfinished works would be allowed for publication. Plot 'edit source' Tiffany Aching is so busy running her take care of the people chalk that Ginny, Kelda from Nac Mac Feegle, worries that she overdo it. When Weatherwax's grandmother, Tiffany's mentor, dies, she leaves everything to her apprentice Tiffany, who adds even more work to
her life. After an initial conflict with Letis Erwig (pronounced Ah-wai), one of the older witches who thinks she should be the heir to her grandmother, Tiffany becomes the first among equal witches - not that witches will ever admit to being a leader. She tries to balance running like steadings, flying back and forth between two places, you, an old cat
grandmother sitting on a broomstick, clearly at home with his new mistress. Jeffrey, lord Swivel's third son, is well-educated, vegetarian and pacifist. It does not sit well with the father, especially since he has a spare wheel in the family, the father has a son and heir and spare in case something happens to the heir. He doesn't need a third son who spends his
time immersed in books rather than bloody sports, and doesn't care about Jeffrey, especially when Jeffrey shows his disdain for his father's hunting practices, which he considers barbaric. After a run-in with his father, Jeffrey connects the goat, Mephistopheles, to his cart and heads to Lancra, intending to become a witch. Meanwhile, in the field of elves,
Peaseblossom feels that the demise of Grandma Weatherwax has loosened the barriers between the kingdoms. When the goblin shows the Court of Fae, what people with iron and status, which have reached the goblins, Peeblos usurps the Night Fashion, the queen of the Elves, intending to return to the human world and restore the power of the elves. He
orders his henchmen to rip off her wings and throw her out of the Kingdom of the Elves. Tiffany, spreading a subtle tendency to chalk and Grandma Weatherwax is an old steading, decides to use Jeffrey as a backhouse boy or general body dog to help her and begins to teach him the basics of caring for people in the area - the first step to becoming a witch.
He and his goat work well with everyone, and Tiffany dubs his calm weaver after he discharges a number of potential problems. He befriended some of the old retirees who have time on their hands and are bored tough. Intending to help the elderly have some autonomy from their wives, he introduces the idea of sheds (Discworld's 'man caves'). Night Sheida
was found by Feigal, who was placed on Mel to guard the gates to the fairyland. Feegles restrain her until Tiffany arrives and takes her to her family farm. While there, she decides to carry as a mascot the crown of the shepherd, the fossilized Ehinoid, who has been in the Aching family for many generations. Tiffany tries to teach Nightshade what it is to be
human and motives kindness. The elves are raiding the world, and it becomes apparent that they are preparing to attack the human world and regain control, so Calls for a meeting of all the witches and develops a plan to fend off the invading elves. Jeffrey marshals the old men, and assembles combat forces. Tiffany tries to enlist the help of the King of the
Elves, but at first gets rebuffed. After Tiffany sees how Jeffrey mobilized the old men and gave them a purpose by building sheds, she gets Feegles to build The Elf King's own barn on the edge of his domain in the hope that he will earn his allegiance (something that a man can resist a shed of his own). Elves pass through two stone circles: in Lancra and
down into chalk. In Lancra, they are met by collected witches with the help of Jeffrey, his goat and old man, and they are defeated. In Mel they meet Miss Thicke, Letizia, Tiffany and Nak McNeague. Nightshade, with her glamour restored, is fighting for Tiffany, whom she now considers a friend until she is killed by Peaseblossom. The elves seem to have the
advantage until Tiffany, wearing the shepherd's crown, calls the power of chalk to bring the storm and command the ghosts of her grandmother's shepherd, Thunder and Lightning. She summons the elf king who kills Peaseblossom, and she expels the elves from the ground. After that, Tiffany realized that she could not do everything herself, so decided to
devote myself to chalk. She recommends that Jeffrey get Grandma Weatherwax instead, and builds himself a caravan house on the site of Grandma's grandmother's hut Aching shepherd, using wheels from grandma's old caravan. Popular links edit edit source there are many links pointing to other novels in the Discworld series. It's like Pratchett knows this
is his last novel and wants to make a final tour of his other books to remind his readers and make connections. Tiffany notes that The Tale is not like the version described in Goode Child's Fairy Book. The title of this book and the commentary here and in Pratchett's other novels, such as Wee Free People, suggest that this book follows in a tradition of
disinfected tales made popular in the 1940s to the 1960s, and then Disney, where terrible parts were removed from the tales of Grimms and Anderson and replaced by something more palatable to Puritan adults (Golden Book of Tales published in 1958 and compiled by Adrienne Segur is such an example). In Wee Free Men, Pratchett references a picture of
Richard Dadd, Fairy Feller Master-Stroke in one of the scenes so he might be thinking about the picture again in this novel. Incidentally, Freddie Mercury's queen was also inspired by this painting, and she formed the basis of the song of the fairy fairy Feller Master-Stroke on the album of the queen II Tiffany notices young Feegles follow her on her rounds
and collecting samples of the strongest substances known to man, nail clippings from the elderly. Initially, the reader believes that this is an example (for example, teeth, well-established tooth control someone by getting a piece of them. By the end of the novel, however, it is clear that they are being used as crescent-shaped boomerang weapons. Only Nac
Mac Feegle kids will learn their alphabet with A for an axe to chop off the head, not A for Apple. Again Pratchett pushes restrictions on disinfected children's world books and learning against a more realistic (of course for Feegles) one. The Golden Book of Fairies and Enid Blyton vs. the original Grimms tales. Or the original Hogfather/Grandfather Frost
against the adopted and popularized one. The fact that Tiffany the young man is a doctor when she is a witch is very symbolic in Roundworld, as the development of the profession of doctors (men) was that essentially drove witches (women) underground and changed their image from a wise old woman who cared for the village folk, that and the evil witch.
Lord Swivel has a very suitable name, given that the previous lord lost his marital fortune, and the present one restored it. In case the reader misses this obvious link, Pratchett states it bluntly when he says: Young Harold was wheeled and dealt with, and yes, turned and cheated until he regained his marital status. Whether the surname is based on the real
Roundworld family is unknown, but there are many manor lords to draw from in modern and historic England. Another literary Swivel on the disc is Ankh-Morpork Times literary critic Tuppence Swivel. If he is a relative, he will be the black sheep in the family as far as Harold is concerned because literature and Harold do not mix. Mephistopheles is the name
of Jeffrey's goat. Jeffrey Swivel, who very much the book learned got the title from the book, perhaps from the Discworld equivalent of Faust. On the Circular Demon Mephistopheles appears before Faust, both in the book and in the opera, to offer him the Standard Contract - his soul. This is another reference to Pratchett's earlier work, Eric, in which Faustian
made a deal with Eric. The novel also plays with the common folk tale number three; Mephistopheles is the third goat and has washed away the litter. Jeffrey is the third son and the spare wheel. Baby Tiffany names herself as the last triplets born and a girl. Folk tales use three as the basis for most stories; Goldilocks and three bears, three Billy Goats Gruff,
three desires, three tasks to perform, three brothers sent on a quest (third and younger one who succeeds), Three Sillies, etc. Jeffrey studies philosophers Lee Tin Wheedle, Orinjcrates, Xeno and Ibid and inventors Goldeneyes Silverhand Dactylos, as well as Leonard Kirm. The great philosopher of Discworld, Lee Tin Wheedle, has a vaguely Chinese Style
Roundworld name so he is probably based loosely on Confucius. His name was variously described as a pun on facilitating widdle or lying, that will get wet. Orinjcrates obviously referenced Socrates, but his name phonetically these are Orange boxes. Xeno means foreign or foreigner, Ibid simply means from the same source as previous links - in other
worlds he is a bit plagarist. Goldeneyes Silverhand Dactylos has many connotations; two obvous ones continue James Bond references that Pratchett has used many times, the films Goldeneye and Goldfinger (Dactylos means finger in Greek). Leonard Kwirm is an obvious reference to Leonardo da Vinci. So Pratchett gives us a finger with Goldeneyes
Silverhand Dactylos. Langus is similar to Deadelus, who flies too close to the sun in Greek mythology. This is probably a reference to Lingus, as in the Irish national airline Aer Lingus. His father Pilotus draws obvious comparisons with Aer Lingus 'pilot'. Death tells Grandma Weatherwax: Your candle ... will flicker for some time before it comes out
foreshadowing that her soul will be transferred to her cat You to help in the upcoming war with the elves. Snuff readers will remember that Ham-on-Paradise is the home of St. Onan Theological College. Ham-on-Rye, a play on English toffs that combine the name of the city with the river next to which it is located (like Hay on Wye) and the kind of bacon
sandwich Vimes likes but can't eat because his wife forbids it. Paradise is a river in Ireland, a tributary of the Liffey. Another reference from Pratchett to earlier works in his latest book. The footnote against Agnes Nitt/Perdita makes a fool of himself doing the devil among pictsies is a reference to the Scottish country dance, The Devil among tailors. After The
Weatherwax grandmother dies, Pratchett travels around the drive to get the reaction of the established characters, again returning to the characters and events in previous books. From equal rites we get - rag mats Escarina Smith on the bed and a very brief cameo from Escarina, who was a girl who wanted to become a magician, parallel to Jeffrey, who is a
boy who wants to become a witch. There is also a mention of Eska's son - the details of which will never be known. In Wee Free Men, the reader said that Miss Thicke had twice been thrown into the ponds. It was Roundworld's real test of whether the woman was a witch. If she swam, she was a witch and was burned at the stake. If she went down, she was
not a witch, but drowned and went to heaven - the best place in the eyes of the church, which passed the test. In Shepherd's Crown, Miss Thicke practices swimming and holding her breath, as well as untying knots for the possible that she will get another dive like a witch. When Tiffany delivers the triplets and girl names behind her, there is a hint that this
unwanted baby will eventually take over from her when she too reaches the stage that Grandma Weatherwax has reached. White Cat You appear out of nowhere on Tiffany's side and a comment made that the cat seems to be able to be in more than one place at once. Pratchett referred to the thought of Erwin's experiment in the Lords and Ladies against
Gribo. The thought experiment that is known as Schrodinger's cat claims that a cat locked in a box may be alive or it may be dead, its actual condition determined only when you look in the field. In fact, the very act of opening the box will determine the condition of the cat. It is claimed that the appearance of You at tiffany's side and Pratchett's comments in
the footnote are a reference to Schroedinger and perhaps to the concepts of invisibility in Schroedinger's hat. Ms. Letis Earwig, whose name is pronounced Ah-Wij resonates with the Monty Python sketch that Pratchett used before about a man whose name is Throat Warbler Mangrove, but it is pronounced Raymond Luxury Yacht, which in itself is a take-off
to British names like Featherstonehaugh and Cholmondeley, which are pronounced Fanshawe and Chumley respectively, nothing like that. Also, with the pronunciation of Ah-Wij she or her husband (witches usually do not accept the names of their husbands) may be from Kirma. Pratchett plays with this tendency to give top class names, strange
pronunciations in his speech to Baron Roland Chumsfanleigh, whose name is pronounced Chuffley. Weatherwax's grandmother's borrowing note has been changed to say: I'm probably dead. Since he doesn't say I'm dead! This is another hint that she has temporarily moved on to you to help in the upcoming war with the elves. All animals sitting together,
whether predator or prey, around the grave of grandma Weatherwax resonates with Isaiah 11:6 in the Bible, which reads: The wolf will also live with the lamb, and the leopard must lie down with the child; and calf and young lion and bounced out together; and a small child has to lead them. This passage gives god-like status to Grandma Weatherwax, which is
confirmed by the statements of others on Pratchett's Tour on Discworld immediately after her death. Stackpole's play Ado About Everything is a very obvious play by Shakespeare Many ceremonies about nothing both the play and the author's name. Agnes sings Columbine Weeping, which in Roundworld is a piano piece by John Thompson not a piece for
voice. Pratchett probably chose this title to remind readers of the Columbine High School massacre in the U.S. the year and its subsequent cat-related massacres over the years, including the Sandy Hook Elementary School killings that occurred shortly before he wrote the book. Big Ian says: Alas, poor grandmother, I knew her well, which is a reference to
Shakespeare's Hamlet, in which Hamlet says: Alas poor Yorick, I knew him Horatio (a common misconception is that the string alas poor Yorick, I knew him well). To which Tiffany replies: No, you didn't. Big Jan! is a reference to Glaswegian comedian Billy Connolly, who is known as Big Yin. Ian's Ian, Tan, Tethera counting system Northumberland and
Scotland mean one. Goblin formerly known as From the Dew of Sunlight is called From The Swarf Lat. Swarf is a curlicue or iron feeder chip that comes from foam when turning metal. The scene involving him and the queen elves recalls the feelings expressed in the depths of the dwarves in Raising Steam, where they are long in the old days and a comment
that some goblins/dwarfs (are) almost non-goblins/dwarfs now. The almost human Hilarious Seaman of Tobacco recalls Tiffany and the reader's grandmother aching and the story of turning the wrapper upside down to make a picture of a in Wee Free Men. The various flowers, herbs and plants in The Grandmother's Garden Weatherwax are references and
puns on various things Roundworld, some theory below may be a stretch, but knowing Pratchett if this is not a link there is another; Rotating spinach refers to the fact that to maintain the health of your garden you have to turn your green vegetables around the garden, Doubting Plum may be a reference to Thomas's Doubt of the Bible (sugar plums and
tomatoes as slang for breasts), Ginny's Come Nither is most likely based on a combination of expressions to come here and a song ginny Come Lately written by Peter Edall and Gary Geld and popularized in 1962 by Brian Hyland (who in turn takes his name from Johnny Come Lately - that is, the ink) probably takes its name from Whirlabout-type butterfly or
just refers to a twist in a circle, Tickle my Fancy Root is obviously based on the phrase tickle my imagination, as in appealing to someone, 'Jack-Go-to-bed-and-never-get-up' based on the Jack-go-to-bed-at-noon plant (also called ostentatious goat beard) , 'Daisy-upsy-daisy' is obviously based on Daisy's flower and the phrase, upsy daisy, related to the story
of young children to get up again and 'Old Man's Root' can be based on Old Man's factory. 'Love Lies Ooozing' is obviously the annual Aramanthus flower with the generic title Love Lies Bleeding, and it's also a Song by Elton John. Jack in the Moonlight can be playing on Jack O'Lantern or the contrast to Jack-go-to-bed-in-noon. Virgo's respite is most likely a
game on Virgin's Rest (Active Rest Time is a bit of an oxymoron). The bartender, Darling Dove, looks at Jeffrey sadly - another of Pratchett's puns, which is easy to miss (mourning pigeon-like birds). Tiffany goes through all the lists of reasons why her patients deny responsibility for their actions It's not my fault - I don't know, etc. These excuses very much
resonate in the US legal system, where everyone is sued by everyone else, because it's not my fault, I didn't know that the coffee was hot and burned me, etc. geas (pronounced gesh), in Irish folklore and Feegle tradition is a liability or a ban. Obviously Daft Wullie's flock of big burdies are geese. The line she's given to Lord Lankin? is a reference to the
villainous child killer in the traditional English folk ballad popularized by Steeleye Span on album The Commoner's Crown. The reader will remember that Lankin in the Lords and Ladies was a sadistic member of the court and the entourage of the queen fae. Steeleye Span was Pratchett's favorite band. Goblin, of Lathe Swarf, says: In this new world, little
things like swarf - and goblins - matter. This resonates with the Black Lives Matter movement, which was formed in the U.S. in 2013, when Pratchett wrote the novel, African-Americans tried to stop systemic racism against blacks (as goblins only recently emerged from slavery). The Baron Arms Pub, where men will arrive proudly carrying a huge cucumber or
any other humorously shaped or suggestive vegetable is another shout out to Pratchett's farewell tour of previous Discworld novels. In this case, a reference to the truth in which William de Worde's newspaper The Ankh-Morpork Times runs a regular feature involving coarse vegetables. The whole genre comes from the kinds of features found in small
community newspapers - especially around fall fair time. Ms. Petrushka, the wife of a pub owner turned a blind ear and certainly put up with a language such as a bugger, it is regarded as nothing more than a colorful expression, used in abundance in this context, how are you, you old? And, more carefully Bugger me! Pratchett plays using language between
different parts of the English-speaking world in this line. At Discworld, it lends more American use to the word bugger than in his home country of England. In North America, the first phrase quoted would be similar to: How are you, you old character? The line is often used in relation to children - you're a little asshole, which means you're a little scamp. The
etymology of the word was originally associated with homosexual relations, but in North America it has long been forgotten. In England it is not, and it is expletive (becoming softer over the years). Bugger me means intercourse. You wouldn't call a baby a little asshole if you didn't want his father to flatten him. Reynard Fox is a literary cycle of allegorical



French, Dutch, English and German fables concerning Reynard, the anthropomorphic red fox and the trixer figure 'Renard' meaning fox in French and probably Kirmian. Mr. Tidder drinks his young daughter's urine, and his leg gets better. Urinary therapy or urotherapy dates back to biblical days and is still practiced today in Roundworld, especially among new
age types. It is credited as a cure for everything from cancer to sore throat and cough (actress Sarah Miles has been drinking her own urine for more than 30 years to prevent allergies), for athletes' feet (Madonna urinated on her feet in the shower to prevent it) washcloths (baseball player Moses Alou urinated on his hands and said he saved him from having
to use batting gloves. which sounds like the kind of spell a witch or sorcerer will evoke until the reader remembers from a hat full of heaven that thunder and lightning were grandmothers of Aching sheep dogs that played an active role in stopping the elves and protecting Tiffany throughout the series. When Jeffrey tells Tiffany that he wants to be a witch,
Ogg's nanny offers Tiffany to make him a back door boy. In England a backhouse is a small building on the back of a house used as a wash house or storage shed. In North America, The Goat Jeffrey will use a back house, also called a secret or outhouse. Peaseblossom says: What fools these mortals are! This line is pronounced by a mischievous fairy
puck in Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream. The puck, unlike Peaseblossom is just naughty is not evil. Uncle Jeffrey from Uberwald is called Heimlich Sheddenhausen. It's Pratchett playing with pseudo-German words. 'Shed' in German is actually 'Schuppen' and 'hausen' is 'hang out'. So Uncle Jeffy, inventor of the men's sheds or man of the cave
has a name that reflects this. Nanny Ogg calls Mephistopheles Mings of Darkness an obvious play on Prince of Darkness comes from John Milton's poem Paradise Lost, in which Satan is mentioned by that name. Milton's use of the term originated in the Latin Princeps tenebrarum of the 4th century Pilate Acts. Hiddlins is a Scottish word for secrets (from
hide, so in that sense Rob is concerned that Jeannie has not taught Maggie the secrets of being a woman. that it even has a cup to hold your drink, which evokes a quizzical look from the Shrucker Broom Maker. The cup is really the broom equivalent of a cut section of the modern bike seat, designed to minimize the chaff on the rider's sensitive parts as they
are together Fuzzy cubes with spots are obviously the Discworld equivalent of fuzzy bones that have been popularized in the hot rods of young men in Roundworld along with large stereo sytems (in carriage entertainment) , stickit yer trakkans in the layout of the Scottish means O stick to his derogatory term for the elf) Trakkans seem to be taken from the
game World of Warcraft. Nac Mac Feegles come out to face the threat of Elfish (the queen with their battle cries; Nac Mac Feegle wha hae! is a parody of Robert Burns's string Scots wha hae! , which was presumably the opening line of Robert the Bruce's address to his people in Bannockburn in 1314 (although this is highly unlikely). Original stanza Scots,
wha hae wi' Wallace bleed, Scots, wham Bruce aften led, Welcome tae your bed, or te Victorie! However the short phrase is also a common Scottish battle cry, probably на Scots Wha-hey - - Scots, smme with that. Gae awa' wi' ye, yer bogle means get away from you ghost or spirit. Gi'e you sich guid kickin' obviously give you such good kicks. Nae King! Nae
quin! We will cheat Agin!, which comes from the title of the song Who Won't Get Fooled Again. There is also a taste of James I and No Bishop, No King. Wee Dangerous Spike says: Dinnae fash yersel, who is Scottish for don't worry yourself. Frank and Martin who want to work on flumes take part in the late 1900s, early 20th century method of logging,
especially in the western U.S. and Canada, where there were no roads but plenty of water and logs had to be transported long distances to the ocean, rivers or road to transport to the market. Flumes were originally built as a box but that was modified to form a 'V' because the logs don't jam as easily (Discworld Log shepherds are located to stop the tubes)
but quite floated freely when the water was backed up. The longest flume was over 100 km (62 miles) long and went from the Sierra Nevada mountains through canyons and gorges to lumberjacks in Sanger, California. Discworld lumberjacks performing their duties better while wearing women's clothing and singing while they work has been used before in
Snuff and is an obvious reference to the famous Monty Python sketch. Lumberjacks even get a 'Biggerwoods postal catalog'. In the UK, Littlewoods is a popular postal service company that specialises in women's clothing from underwear to outerwear. Frank and Martin are crazy descending down flume just like a flume magazine ride at Disneyland or any
amusement park, and in fact these rides were based on old logging flumes. The city of Stanc, whose slogan We Stink in Stanka continues the tradition of small towns around the world who are trying to sell themselves to the tourism industry by capitalizing on the ridiculous name. In Canada, Biggar Saskatchewan has the slogan: New York may be great, but
we biggar festooned on T-shirts etc. The activities of the elves on their raids reflect the common old folk tales of fabulous folk in myths and legends, not versions of useful elves found in Peter Pan, Disney and Grimm's Shoemaker and Elves. Pratchett first used the counting system 'yan, tan, TETHERA! ' in Wee Free Men. It comes from an old gaelic counting
system based on 20 as a evaluation unit, which has been used throughout the country from early times and is still used today in parts of Northumbria and Scotland for counting sheep and stitches into knitting. One to ten, with regional variations on words goes: Yang, tan, tether, methera, pip, sethera, lethera, hovera, dovera, dick. The Discworld counting
system came from some migrant shepherds from Uberwald who left it behind as they moved on. Another less popular version of Roundworld's Origin counting system says it came from errant shepherds from in the 19th century, which were brought to Yorkshire be shepherds there. This is probably a version Pratchett plays with, as there are many links
between the old Iron Curtain Slavic countries and Uberwald, not least of which are the vampires in Transylvania (Romania) and Uberwald. Grandma Aching pet name Tiffany, Little Jiggit means number 20 in this system. Tiffany was her 20th grandchild. The line Elvis began to leave the building returns to Soul Music and is an obvious reference to the old line
Elvis left the building; the line used by the announcer at the end of Elvis Presley's show to disperse the audience in the hope of another encore. In this case, it also means that the evil usually associated with the elves is replaced by humanity in the queen. Rob Someone says: Puir bairn has nae cause a tha fear Of Feegles, which is a reference to folk stories
about fairies stealing a child and exchanged it with an evil fairy child - a changing. A real child can be well cared for by fairies/elves or kept as a servant. It harkens back to the event of Tiffany's first novel, Wee Free Men, where her brother Wentworth is stolen by the queen's elves and Roland is courted away to the fairytale land. In this little girl novel, Tiffany
is stolen by elves, but it looks like they have a more sinister ending in mind for her. In each case, the disappearance of the child is not due to the fact that he wanders unattended or with an inattentive parent, but with external evil forces. Similarly, when a child changes, the problem is not the inability of parents to find out what is causing the problem in
behavior or health, but that it is no longer the same child - it is a change. Not much has changed over the centuries, with individuals refusing to take responsibility for their actions and blaming others. Pratchett often refers to cobblers in the same breath as elves; an obvious reference to the story of Die Wichtelm'nner'nner brother Grimm in their fairy tale
compendium. Die Wichtelm'nner translates as gnomes, but in 1884 Margaret Hunt chose The Elves. The reference to Tiffany going to the dark side of witchcraft with poisonous apples, rotating wheels, and too small an oven is an obvious reference to the tales of Grimm, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty and Hansel and Gretel. Tiffany tells the elf king that she is
a girl and a witch - two of the three aspects of witches, the third is a mother. The King of the Elves aspect resonates with Pan; cloven hooves, horns, strong smell (like a male goat). When he sees the white cat, he says to the king of the elves: You! Obviously, he's not just referring to the cat's name, but acknowledges in it aspects of Grandma Weatherwax,
more evidence that she passed her soul to the cat to deal with the elves and help Tiffany. Tiffany mixes some reciprocal greens to help Nightshade sleep and let her body heal, to which Pratchett comments in a footnote pun, end Justified greens - the kind of horrible pun that Pratchett likes to mix with his more complex and clever. Smart is the first of a couple;
Mutual greens is an electromagnetic game called Green's mutual theory. It is also a generic term used on golf courses where many courses have a mutual agreement on the payment of greens between club members. Tiffany believes: The princess should not be blonde and blue-eyed and have shoe sizes smaller than her age - a reference to the cinderella
tale. Mushy is a supernatural being in the Japanese manga anime, Mushishi, but whether it is Pratchett's reference or not is unknown. The Witch, whose name Long Tall Short Fat Sally is another of Pratchett's plays on names like Nac Mac Feegles - is one combining all the physical attributes in a song Little Richard popularized again by the Beatles, Long
High Sally plus some. Magret mentions that Leithia coped with a screaming skeleton with a teddy bear and a naked ghost with a pumpkin; The latest reference to the washington Irving Story is the Legend of Sleepy Hollow, but headless ghosts have been a common motif in folk knowledge since the Middle Ages. Mr. Bockbo's reference to Lancre Morris
Men's Stick and Bucket Dance recalls the use of this dance by Jason Ogg and others to stop elves in lords and ladies. Dwarf defense is a game on the defense zone used in team sports. Lord Lankin is a reference to the villainous child killer in the traditional English folk ballad popularized by Steeleye Span on their album The Commoner's Crown. Lankin is in
the Lords and Ladies, and this novel is a sadistic member of the court and entourage of the queen fae. Steeleye Span was Pratchett's favorite band. Nightshade's glamour is gruesome, which Pratchett explained previously has the same root as horror, but the former switched to mean something good in the early 20th century. The origin of Latin south
meaning the infliction of terror. Nightshade tells Tiffany that Letis Earwig is not dependent on glamour and asks if she is sure she is not an elf. She comments that Letice seems to be missing something. Obviously there is something of empathy that the elves lack as well. She is so absorbed in it that she is immune to the elven glamour that creates human
self-confidence and futility. Scunner 'is the word of the Scots for something or someone to whom/to whom you have taken a strong dislike. The scheme is a pejorative term for Scots for those living in an apartment complex (housing scheme), built as a replacement for slums but is fast becoming a slum itself. The little porcelain shepherd's sister on Tiffany's
shelf is a reference to The Wee Free Men when Tiffany gave it to her grandmother. Tiffany is agonizing throughout this novel about not crying at her grandmother's death and giving her a shepherd's shepherd (clearly Royal Doulton-type figurines) which bears no resemblance to Shepherd. At some point the porcelain figurine is broken into pieces in one of her
dreams. At the end of this novel, her grandmother appears dressed as a shepherd's statuette (with her own big boots), which is an excuse for Tiffany that her grandmother really cared about the gift and therefore loved it. Since then, she keeps it in memory of her grandmother. Captain Makepeace (whose name itself deserves a mention - the warlord whose
name implies peace) says: We will fight them in the mountains, we will fight them on the rocks .... We will never give up - a reference to Winston Churchill's famous speech (one of the defining speeches of World War II) - we will fight on the beaches. Pratchett's version includes Down in the Valley a reference to an old American folk song of the same name.
Ms Erwig says: This lady is not up for the turnaround, which is a reference to British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's speech in 1980 at the Conservative Party conference. It was Thatcher's motive. Thatcher took a line from Christopher Fry's 1948 play The Lady Is Not Burning. The play, set in the Middle Ages, involves a war-weary soldier who wants to
die, and an accused witch who wants to live - a corresponding reference in itself for this novel. The Falcons, Lady Elizabeth and Lady Jane are clearly referring to the queen Elizabeth I and Lady Jane Gray as her rival. Old Men Singing: There was a young lady from Kirma followed in the risky fashion of Limerick soldiers everywhere. Pratchett's reference to
shepherd's crown, without being royal, makes him the crown of the Common a subtle reference to his beloved band Steeleye Span, from which he takes Long Lankin. One small step for Feegle lassie - but a giant step for all Feegle womenfolk! It is an obvious reference to the words of Neil Armstrong when he became the first man to go to the moon, One
small step for man, one giant leap for humanity. - the line he used in the Night's Watch, another shout at the previous job. Captain Makepiece says: We are a happy few, we very elderly few is another reference to the Day speech of St. Crispan from Shakespeare Henry V, which Pratchett also used in Thud! - another link to Pratchett's tour by Discworld. The
chicken escape to protect Lord Swivel's chickens from foxes also resonates with the film Chicken Run. Mr. Slack mentions hearing stories of lumberjacks who like to dress up in women's clothes; link to Monty Python's song Lumberjack. The reception of the edit source book received positive reviews, with The Telegraph and Dan Geek awarding it 5/5 while
the Guardian said: It's not a perfect example of Pratchett's genius, but it's a moving one. In its first three days of release, 52,846 copies were sold, more than double the number of Sword by Jeffrey Archer, which was the second-best-selling book this week. It topped the chart in the second week with 27,386 copies sold, bringing in 318,576 pounds of income.
| Editor Rihanna Pratchett, daughter of Sir Terry, finished writing The Shepherd's Crown after her father's death. She said she would not continue the series and she would not allow anyone to continue her father's legacy by calling it sacred to him. It. the shepherd's crown pdf. the shepherd's crown pdf download
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